Capturing Life’s Best

oments

Michael Moore explains that one of the big perks to his job is getting to be a
part of people’s best moments in life.
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“One of the things I love most about my job is that it reminds
me of how much love and kindness there is in the world - despite what you see on the news every day. I get to spend my
time with people on some of the best days of their lives and I
have the privilege of capturing those moments for my clients.”
Michael has been capturing precious moments for people in
Milton for the past two years and for seven years before that

p o r t r ai t s

As a photographer, he spends a good amount of his time
with families celebrating everything from wedding days
to newborns.

weddings
“My style is constantly evolving, but my biggest concern is maintaining
a

timeless beauty that will be cherished for years to come.”

in the Peterborough area. His interest in photography grew
from a previous career in interactive media, designing
websites and multimedia marketing at the corporate level.
“Some of that involved photography, but it didn’t have that
human side to it. What attracted me to photographing weddings and special occasions was the creation of those lasting
moments,” he says.
“My clients treasure these memories as they’re passed
down through generations and that gives me a great
sense of accomplishment.”
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The local shooter likes to distinguish
his photographic talents through his
use of creative lighting and expert
retouching techniques to create
vibrant and dramatic images.

fine arts

commercial

“I’m finding a new outlet for my creativity,” he explains.
“An additional upside to it is the opportunity to network with
other local business owners and help them grow their brands
through the use of professional and captivating imagery.”

Digital cameras were first developed in the early 1970s, but it
wasn’t until the 1990s that they became more commercially
viable. Now the technology resides pretty much everywhere,
including cell phones.

He has also ventured into the “retail” side of things with a
collection of fine art prints from his travels around the world
from across Canada and the U.S. to Europe and New Zealand.

“Never before has imagery been so ubiquitous,” he says of
photography. “But with the advent of high quality, low-cost
DSLR cameras, many people choose to make do with having
a ‘friend who owns a great camera’ capture life’s most
precious moments, and this more often than not results in
disappointment. That’s not to say that there aren’t a lot of
talented amateurs out there, but it takes a very specific skill
set and a great deal of experience to capture breathtaking
images in the hectic and unpredictable wedding day
environment or to capture those fleeting moments of beautiful
expression that light up your infant’s face.”

Michael has travelled to locales such as Italy’s Lake Como
and Mexico’s Mayan Riviera to photograph weddings, and is
planning a trip to Sicily for another wedding this year.
On the commercial side, his background in interactive media
and extensive experience in Photoshop allow him to provide
key imagery for company websites and promotional materials
– something that he believes makes a world of difference in
today’s visual marketplace.
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